Fact Sheet: employment of migrant workers

80% of organisations in the UK are finding it difficult to recruit into areas where specialist skills are required,
and even during the recession, they will continue to recruit from countries outside the EU.
From 1 November 2008, tighter rules on migration are in place which could result in fines of £10,000 per
migrant worker – if your business is non-compliant.

The Facts
n Every non-EU foreign migrant will need prior clearance before entry according to the new Points Based System.
n With the exception of migrants in a few specified occupations (surgeons etc) each of them will be required

to achieve a certain number of points based on:
n qualifications
n salary
n a certificate from a sponsoring organisation (i.e. your business).
n Migrants can only get a certificate from a Sponsoring organisation such as a company. These organisations

must apply beforehand to the Home Office for a Licence to become a Sponsor which will entitle them to issue
a set number of certificates each year.
n A licence will be granted if your organisation has the appropriate HR processes and systems in place to alert

the Borders and Immigration Agency of the following:
n incorrect or out of date documentation
n failure to take up the job offered
n absence without leave for 10 days or termination of employment
n a change of job.

n As a Sponsor, you have a responsibility to demonstrate your efforts to recruit resident or “settled” workers

to the post filled by a migrant worker.
n

The Borders and Immigration Agency will make pre-announced or unannounced visits to assess your
organisation’s compliance. This will be ranked as follows:
A: Compliant
B: Partially compliant
C: Non-compliant

n Two parallel levels of offence have been developed:

Civil offences for negligent illegal employment of migrants, leading to a £10,000 fine for each one, and
n A criminal offence for knowingly employing an illegal worker, leading to a custodial sentence or
unlimited fine.
n
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What you have to do
In order to become a Licensed Sponsor, you need to achieve an “A” rating in the following areas:
n Monitoring immigration status and preventing illegal employment
n Record-keeping

n Migrant tracking and monitoring

n Recruitment practices and professional accreditations.

What we can do for you
We have developed a number of services and products that will ensure you achieve Sponsor Status,
and that you have the necessary compliant processes in order to employ the people you want – and
avoid the hefty fines.
We can give you the technology that
allows you to keep all required records
in a single database, and automates
the necessary compliant processes,
for example, alerting HR when a
foreign employee is absent for more
than 10 days.
The technology holds comprehensive
records for your employees in accordance
with HR best practice,including:

Keep a comprehensive record of your recruitment history

n copies of the advert for the position
n copies of all necessary employee documents

Software alone is not the answer. We have therefore developed an Auditing Service, which audits
your current processes to ensure they are compliant, and continues to do so on a regular basis, with
recommendations so that you are ready for an unannounced visit from Borders and Immigration
Agency staff.
The Ceridian HR Assistance service is also designed to ensure compliance. Using this service will
make sure that your Level 1 and Level 2 users of the Sponsor Management System have accurate and
timely information through managing your HR process and monitoring their compliance. Ceridian
can also provide an Employment Law service staffed by specialist employment lawyers who will
monitor documentation and processes against the relevant legislative requirements, including
advising on compliant procedures where this is required.

What next?
Call us today on 0800 733 337 for a no obligation chat with one of our experts, and we’ll discuss how
your business can comply with this new legislation.
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